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The SUNARES Report April 2016
The Winds of Change – Trend Reversal
Since our last full SUNARES report all the way back in May 2015 (a technical review came in between in July 2015) the world has continued to
be enthralled by the actions and words of our central bankers for it is they who dictate the direction of markets. This bizarre form of central control
or state planning by a chosen but unelected few is preposterous, but it shows the mess that the world’s monetary and financial system is in. Is it
possible that central bankers can navigate the global economy back onto a path of growth and prosperity or will they be exposed when eventually
they fall short of expectations? As many economists see the current shift in production, growth and employment as a structural change, the battle
for “normalisation” is enormous.
There are many historical examples of central planning, although they have
mixed results and tend to come at an unexpectedly high price with, for
example, labour and resources being misallocated. This misallocation builds
to a point where it needs to be corrected at some point in the future often with
devastating outcomes on the workforce. Industries and companies are kept
going longer than they should and it becomes very difficult to reverse course.
The former Soviet Union is an obvious example of failure at the state level with
the structured 5 year plans leading to significant misallocation of productive
capacity. Closer to home Britain has also had its fair share of industrial problems
over the years and the Prime Minister that most people will remember in this regard
is Margaret Thatcher. She polarised opinion throughout her term in office, and
subsequently, principally for the way in which she forced through enormous
changes to the industrial landscape. This structural change brought hardship to communities that had been employed in sectors such as steelmaking and coal mining. John Van Reenen, the Director of the Centre for Economic Performance at the London School of Economics said about
these changes:
“Many lame-duck industries which had been run by the state, such as gas, electricity, telecoms and airports, were privatised and run by
independent regulators. This did have some negative effects as many people lost their jobs, but in the long run, it was beneficial. Many of those
sectors had been inefficiently run, and the assets and people employed there moved into other areas where there was more growth.”
Years of relying on government support meant that these businesses lacked impetus to change, innovate and perform and this sowed the seeds of
failure. In the late 1970s GDP per capita in the UK lagged behind other countries significantly. The United States were about 40% ahead and
Europe between 10 and 15% higher. Although it took time, UK GDP increased steadily as the country shook off its moniker as “the sick man of
Europe” until the UK actually overtook its European neighbours. There is no point in supporting companies producing unwanted goods. Of course
change of this magnitude would not be necessary if capitalism is allowed to work – in other words weak companies and industries must reduce in
size in favour of more successful areas of the economy. This creative destruction is healthy for the long-term strength of the economy and the
problems are less when changes come about more rapidly when there is no outside intervention to keep the “lame ducks” going. This is topical in
the UK at the moment with Tata Steel looking to shut large parts of the country’s steel production which has been battered by ongoing low-cost
steel production from China. With so many jobs at stake in a strategically important industry what will happen?
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Current monetary policy since the great financial crisis has been all about breathing life into
the financial industry or at the very least to keep the sector on life support. Will these lame
ducks ever recover or are they on a road to nowhere? They certainly loom large over markets
and banks are still in very poor shape as a collective group.
One vocal critic of this form of support for the banking sector is Jim Grant (pictured) the author
of Grant’s Interest Rate Observer who said:
“If companies can’t fail that means somebody else can’t start.
You’re looking at a petrified forest rather than dynamic capitalism.”
Well-intended Policies since the Great Financial Crisis
It is worth reminding ourselves of some of the extraordinary monetary intervention conducted by the world’s central banks, in response to the
financial crisis:
• Central banks have cut interest rates around 700 times since Lehman, a rate cut once every three trading days
• Central bank policies have created over US$6 trillion of negatively-yielding global government bonds
• 45% of all government bonds in the world currently yield less than 1% (approximately US$17.4 trillion)
• Central banks themselves own over US$22 trillion of financial assets, a figure that exceeds the annual GDP of the United States and Japan
• Global markets have been supported by zero rate policies
Citibank recently acknowledged that the extreme measures introduced by central banks have provided the financial system with enough liquidity to
avoid collapse. The funding has also prevented the wholesale failure of those banks and funds that would have failed in any true capitalist system.
The lame ducks of finance are still on life support today and still battle with their legacy problems. Indeed it has led to a new acronym of SIFI –
Systemically Important Financial Institutions that form part of the fragile chain of cross-holding of derivatives and transactions that mean that their
role as a counter-party has to be maintained, in order to prevent systemic collapse of the system (SIFI are all banks, insurance companies or other
financial institution whose collapse might trigger a financial crisis). In other words the central bankers know that it would be very difficult to
experience another Lehman Brothers and expect the system to remain functional and survive. This is the list of these SIFI entities:
Bank of America, Bank of China, Bank of New York Mellon, Banque Populaire, Barclays, BNP Paribas, Citigroup, Commerzbank, Credit Suisse,
Deutsche Bank, Dexia, Goldman Sachs, Group Crédit Agricole, HSBC, ING Bank, JP Morgan Chase, Lloyds Banking Group, Mitsubishi UFJ FG,
Mizuho FG, Morgan Stanley, Nordea, Royal Bank of Scotland, Santander, Société Générale, State Street, Sumitomo Mitsui FG, UBS, Unicredit
Group, Wells Fargo.
The size and the type of business these banks conduct mean that they are part of the fabric of the market. However, if we look at the state of
individual banks then it becomes clear that many are struggling badly. For example, the troubled UK bank RBS reported their latest figures at the
end of February with a loss of £2.7bn. This is the eighth year consecutive year of losses and the bank has forecast another difficult year in 2016
as they continue to restructure the investment bank and bear the heavy costs of litigation for past mistakes. However, the bank has not yet made
provisions for the potential size of settlements with the US Department of Justice as one such example. The size of the settlement is likely to be in
the region of some £2.1bn. Is this a healthy company or would it have been better for them to have folded? This is irrelevant as they have been
saved and they are recognised as being a SIFI but their survival comes at enormous cost to the country.
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RBS share price 1 year. Source: Bloomberg

RBS share price 1996 to present. Source: Bloomberg

Citibank went on to acknowledge that the seven years of zero interest rate policy (ZIRP), which is now morphing into the absurdity of
negative interest rate policy (NIRP) in many countries, has not delivered economic growth to the real economy. This is obvious
from many indicators:
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Source: IMF and Zerohedge
The IMF's Financial Counsellor Jose Vinals said on 10th March 2016 that:
"It is very likely that by the time that we arrive at the spring meetings next month there may be a further downward revision in our forecasts.“
Anyone who tracks IMF forecasts will know that they have been wrong with their forecasts for years and have continually lowered their projections
(see above chart). In January 2016 the IMF lowered global growth by 0.2% for both 2016 and 2017 to 3.4% and 3.6% respectively. (Update –
the IMF cut its forecast for 2016 global GDP growth from 3.4% to 3.2%, and from 3.6% to 3.5% for 2017 on 12th April as per above chart)
Why is Growth So Weak?
Despite interest rates at historically low levels growth is held back by the continued existence of the huge legacy of debt that hangs over the
financial system. Willem Buiter of Citibank put it succinctly in reviewing the lack of European growth:
“We believe that a common factor in the relatively low response of real economic activity to changes in asset prices and yields is probably the fact
that the euro area remains highly leveraged…balance sheet expansion by the central bank alone may not be sufficient to boost aggregate
demand by enough to achieve the inflation target in a sustained manner.”
In layman terms, the debts built up in the financial system have not been dealt with in the aftermath of the financial crisis and central bank
intervention has added to the already existing enormous debt pile. There are only two ways of escape –
• engender inflation to make repaying the debt achievable
• deflationary debt collapse
It is no surprise to learn that central bankers are very keen to put a spark under inflation and thereby breathe life into the world economy.
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This is easier said than done and you may well have picked up on the sorts of policies that are currently being proposed. These would have been
met with howls of laughter even a few years ago and yet they are serious contenders for the next phase of monetary intervention by those with
their hands on the tiller at the central banks.
A recent policy speech by Andy Haldane, Chief Economist of the Bank of England but not
“official” Bank of England policy:
“The balance of risks to UK growth, and to UK inflation at the two-year horizon, is skewed
squarely and significantly to the downside.
There could be a need to loosen rather than tighten the monetary reins as a next step
to support UK growth and return inflation to target.
Traditionally policymakers have resisted cutting rates below zero because when the
returns on savings fall into negative territory, it encourages people to take their savings
out of the bank and hoard them in cash.
This could slow, rather than boost, the economy. It would be possible to get around the problem of hoarding by abolishing cash.”
In addition to proposing the abolition of cash to ensure an inflationary outcome, Haldane also spoke about the need for an increase in the target
inflation rate from its current 2% to 4%, in order to give the Bank of England room to pursue inflationary policies.
These are rather shocking suggestions, from a senior central banker, but it is a warning to investors that they really will do “everything that it
takes”. Investors should give very careful consideration to cash holdings…
A US View on further QE – cold fusion
“Monetary policy is basically exhausted in terms of producing real growth and even inflation. Fiscal policy is the second piece of the leg that has to
take place in order to get us back to where we want to go.” Bill Gross of Janus Capital Management LLC
Steven Englander is global head of G-10 foreign exchange strategy at Citigroup and has written about his version of money to the people which he
has dubbed “Cold Fusion”. The government reduces taxes in order to put money in the hands of the people and boost real spending in the
economy. With less tax income the government would have to issue more bonds, which would be purchased by the central bank in a permanent
expansion of their balance sheet. Therefore fiscal policy would be covered by QE to infinity.
“Increasingly the absence of fiscal policy is viewed as one of the reasons for a less than satisfactory recovery. With rates at zero, fiscal policy will
be needed to offset any negative shock that hits global economies.”
With fears of outright deflation being openly discussed we are perhaps at “peak deflation” talk. Given that the current system of finance, welfare
and government relies on an inflationary environment in order to support it, we expect to hear more about such policies in the near term. The
lower that growth falls, the greater the eventual monetary and fiscal response is likely to be.
Waiting – time and tide wait for no man
2015 was very much a year of waiting, with everyone looking to the Federal Reserve, the US central bank, to raise rates as they had promised to
do for so long. There were many reasons why it took them so long to raise rates but they finally did so in late December. Many had called for
them to remain on hold given the uncertain outcomes that this could bring but having talked up the strength of the US economy for such a long
time the Fed probably thought that they had to increase for the sake of their own credibility.
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Markets gave their verdict quickly with bond yields plunging, equity markets in turmoil and bank stocks under enormous pressure – see charts
below.

The sunares report
Generic US 10 year US treasury yield. Source: Bloomberg.

KBW Bank Index 5 year chart – at key levels and under pressure. Source: Bloomberg
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Deutsche Bank 2007 to present – a European SIFI which made a new low in February i.e. lower than in 2009.
Too big to fail. Source: Bloomberg
It is clear from these charts that markets viewed the rate increase as a policy mistake and the pressure on the financial sector showed how quickly
years of monetary policy support could be unwound – a shocking prospect for central bankers. Although markets in general have recovered
some of their poise since plumbing the depths in mid-February (10 year bond yields etc.) we have again seen enormous central bank intervention
to prop the system up.
The European Central Bank (ECB) carried out the following changes at the beginning of March:
• A cut in the main interest rate used across the Eurozone from 0.05% to zero.
• A cut in the deposit rate from -0.3% to -0.4%.
• Increasing the amount of bonds the ECB is buying, under quantitative easing, by ¬20bn to ¬80bn. Crucially this will now include bonds issued
by companies and not just by governments.
• New ultra-cheap four-year loans to banks, allowing them to borrow from the ECB at negative interest rates.
• At the same time growth and inflation forecasts were scaled back significantly.
Perhaps the most important change is that the ECB is now buying up corporate debt, something that Buiter predicted in his article about Europe
and which is an important change of direction:
“If, as seems possible, the ECB will increase, in H1 2016, the scale of its monthly asset purchases from ¬60bn to, say, ¬75bn, and if these
additional purchases are concentrated on public debt, the euro area will benefit from a ‘backdoor’ helicopter money drop –something long

overdue.”
The Bank of England (BoE) met on 4th February and reduced their growth and inflation forecasts despite the Monetary Policy Committee’s forward
guidance about the need for higher interest rates. The new forecasts are here:
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Source: Bank of England
The Bank’s forecasting ability has always been poor so perhaps markets should not have been suckered into taking them at their word? The
pound dropped on the news as the pillars of higher rates, growth and inflation have crumbled and credibility has plunged. Sterling is of course also
under pressure with the referendum on the UK leaving the Eurozone coming along in June.
Of course the world is focussed on the actions of the US and the recent Fed meeting in mid-March was eagerly awaited. Market expectations of a
rate increase were almost zero as the meeting approached, in spite of the fact that the Fed, like the BoE, has been guiding investors to expect 4
additional rate increases in 2016 with more to come in 2017. However, the latest meeting shows the Fed now anticipating only two rate increases
in 2016, which was an unexpected revision. The dollar dropped back significantly as investors digested this news. If the economy does not pick
up will this mean that rate increases are dropped altogether? Since that meeting the head of the Fed, Janet Yellen, has been less vociferous about
the upward pathway for rates.
Is the Fed Paving the Way for a Weaker Dollar?
Since the middle of 2014 the US dollar has risen significantly in value against its major trading partners and if we look at the US dollar index as a
measure of this rally then we can see that the dollar has risen from 80 to a peak of 100 – a steep and dramatic price rise.

US dollar index 5 year chart. Source: Bloomberg
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This has increased the pressure on all countries as trade still takes place via the dollar as the world’s reserve currency. Many countries have
borrowed dollars and now have to find more local currency in order to service and repay their debts. Most significant is China that has maintained
a peg to the US dollar, which has made their exports more expensive, thus impacting their own terms of trade and weakening their domestic
economy. China needs to boost its economy and has devalued its currency against the previous peg.

Chinese Renminbi versus US dollar 1 year. Source: Bloomberg
When the Renminbi devalued in both August 2015 and January 2016 equity markets dropped sharply as you can see in this chart of the
S&P500.

S&P500 index 1 year chart. Source: Bloomberg
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China could continue to devalue unilaterally although this has ramifications for stock markets as we can see from the S&P500 chart above. It is in
the collective interest of all countries, including America, that China does not act on its own. One means of releasing the pressure is by allowing
the US dollar to weaken as that would then allow China to maintain the peg and not cause further market upsets.
If this is the new pathway (there has been no actual agreement or announcement to this effect) then it will breathe life into a wide range of assets
and markets. The index has not broken down completely on a technical level although the key 50-day moving average has crossed below the
long-term 200-day moving average; this is often seen as a trend reversal signal. We all have to keep a close eye on the dollar and dovish words
that emanate from the central bank.
Gold and Silver
All of the above brings us back to the precious metals and you will have no doubt noted that both metals have enjoyed a strong start to 2016.
Indeed gold had its best quarterly performance since 1986 and has led the way. Silver has also headed higher but it is very much in gold’s
shadow as can be seen from the following charts – the gold/ silver ratio is still trading close to its highs. This is important as it also signifies that
there is very little sign of inflation in the system as silver tends to perform better than gold in inflationary times.

Gold in GBP weekly from 2007 to present. Source: Bloomberg
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Silver in US$ weekly from 2007 to present. Source: Bloomberg

Gold-silver ratio weekly 2007 to present. Source: Bloomberg
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Most investors think of gold as a handy hedge against inflation and it is true that gold performs this function. However, gold is sought in times of
deflation and currency uncertainties and it is reacting to these conditions and NOT inflation at the current time. Gold is also performing well in
relation to stock markets and relative to commodities in general – see charts below:

Gold versus S&P500 1 year. Source: Bloomberg

Gold versus CCI index 1 year. Source: Bloomberg
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The weekly charts of gold and silver shown earlier in this section, indicate that we are still at the early stages of what we think will be a longer term
bull market although we acknowledge that the precious metals still have to prove themselves worthy of our longer term faith in them. However,
investors should bear in mind just how badly beaten down the equity prices of most precious metal mining companies became as the metals
themselves weakened off. It is worth showing how precious metal mining companies stand in relation to the gold price, which we have done in this
comparison of gold versus the NYSE Arca Exchange Gold Bugs Index (HUI index):

HUI index versus gold in US dollars since 2000 to present. Source: Bloomberg
The share price of precious metal companies is just showing itself poking its head above the line drawn from the late 2000 level and it is another
early and positive sign that the sector is making an attempt at moving higher. At this stage the sector is climbing the wall of worry that all bull
markets have to overcome. As fund advisers we have been adding to positions and benefitting from the initial increase in prices and of course we
have an eye to the possibilities for the sector that lie ahead.
At the time of writing (14th April 2016) the SUNARES sustainable natural resources fund is priced at € 55.04 per unit and is therefore up year-todate 11.73% in euros and 20.9% in sterling terms. In our opinion there is still a long way to go and we look forward to the journey ahead – thank
you for being on board!
We welcome your comments and views and look forward to being in touch with you again soon.
The SUNARES Team
Risk Warning
This document is directed at persons of a kind to whom the Fund may lawfully be promoted. This information does not constitute a solicitation or offer, or recommendation, to buy or sell any investment
instruments, to effect any transactions, or to conclude any legal act of any kind whatsoever. This brochure may not be distributed in the United States nor may it be forwarded to US investors. An investment in
SUNARES should be regarded as a longer term investment and is of a medium to high risk. This product is not suitable for all investors. The value of all investments and the income from them can decrease as
well as increase and investors may not receive back the full amount invested. Investments denominated in currencies other than the base currency are subject to fluctuations in exchange rates, which can be
favourable or unfavourable. In addition, investments in smaller companies may involve a higher element of risk as shares in such companies tend to be more volatile than their larger capitalisation counterparts.
Potential investors should also be aware that past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. The full and the simplified sales brochures, as well as the annual and semi-annual reports, are
available free of charge from the following: in UK, Global Funds Registration, 7 Chertsey Road, Woking Surrey, GU21 5AB; in Germany, HSBC Trinkaus & Burkhardt AG, Königsallee 21/23, 40212 Düsseldorf;
in Austria, ERSTE Bank der Österreichischen Sparkassen AG, Graben 21, A-1010 Vienna; in Luxembourg, VP Bank (Luxembourg) S.A., 26 Avenue de la Liberté,, L-1930 Luxemburg; in Liechtenstein, VP
Bank AG, Aeulestraße 6,FL-9490 Vaduz
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